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Harvard Puzzle   "Bookmark" 

Instructions: Guess the words defined by the 
cryptic clues (words vary in length from four 
to nine letters, and three are capitalized), then 
enter them in the grid one after another in the 
same order as their clues, starting in the upper 
left corner but skipping the central section 
marked by  heavy borders, which words may 
straddle. Across words that don't end at the 
right continue on the next row, and down 
words that don't end at the bottom continue in 
the next column. Five down words won't fit in 
the grid unless one of their letters is removed.  
Those five letters (which are related to the two 
mystery entries), taken in order, are to be 
entered in the central section. (Thanks to 
Kevin Wald '93 for test-solving and editing 
this puzzle.) 
 
 
Across 
1. Mystery entry 
2. Get back taking Union rather than 

Grand Street 
3. Hear tell she consumed stuff 
4. Street-walking with love ornament 
5. Photograph of small box 
6. Iron covered by thick protection 
7. Follow inner bent: petition for redress 
8. Elf's rascality started in malevolence 
9. Fat shamus wearing hat 
10. Buyer drops small container 
11. Spoken aloud and perceived by the ear 
12. Boy in drag is a champion 
13. Mate peering around tent 
14. Name of old shaving cream reflected in 

foam rubber 
15. Mild expletive about comeback for 

Clinton, perhaps 
16. Sound chamber put up for auction 
17. Diminish, removing tiny plate 
18. See clan broken up in purge 
19. Stalk dear one with cheer 
20. Mystery entry 

Down 
1. Captain's unhappy without a mint 
2. An assignment absorbed one who has lost faith  
3. Stone slab has metallic sound 
4. Kid gives up penny for one pepper 
5. Small vessel or conduit for waste 
6. Dish with cracked core as filter 
7. Start to pitch, for instance, tossing a ball around 

infield at first 
8. Language once spoken back in Milan, Italy 
9. Weaken princess with instrument 
10. Celebrate having left for royal flat 
11. Pole speaks up 
12. Hits a nerve with more sound 
13. Easily understood French read by Spanish hero 
14. Hands up a bill of fare 
15. Badly done knot 
16. Dali's distorted watch faces 
17. Considers 1000 points 
18. Ruth and Leonard have a nickname 
19. Work party finished off meat 
20. First of people ejected put on a sulky face 
21. Bother Simon about sulfur 
22. Foremost empire crushed before end of war 

 

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           




